
Meeting the Common Core State Standards

Introduction

K–5 CCSS for 
ELA

Reading the 
Standards

This guide will briefly review the Grades K–5 Common Core State 
Standards for English Language Arts and show you how to meet these 
standards with Reading Street materials so that you can prepare for a 
successful transition. 

You can follow along with your Teacher’s Edition, student edition, and 
Common Core 101 as you read the guide.

Savvas authors were integral in writing the Common Core State 
Standards (CCSS), so rest assured that Reading Street is in compliance!

First, look at the structure of the Common Core State Standards. The 
standards have several components, including College and Career 
Readiness anchor standards, grade-specific standards, and  
appendices, which help you understand what students need to do to 
meet the standards. 

To make the standards manageable, Savvas author, Karen Wixson, 
offers this tip: She suggests reading the anchor standards, followed 
by the appendices, and lastly the grade-specific standards. 
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Practice Practice using this approach so that you know how to interpret the 
standards at a later time. Here is an example from Grade 2.

Start by selecting an anchor standard. For this example, choose anchor 
standard 8 under Integration of Knowledge and Ideas. Next, you will 
need to find a grade-appropriate sample task from Appendix B that 
represents this anchor standard. 

Since the anchor standard in this example is specific to informational 
texts, search the Table of Contents in Appendix B for Grades 2–3 Text 
Exemplars, then Informational Texts, and lastly Sample Performance 
Tasks for Informational Texts.

Here is the Reading Informational Text sample performance task for 
Grade 2, Anchor Standard 8. It is important to determine the skills 
students need to complete these tasks, so think about how you can 
break them apart into manageable subtasks. 
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CCSS for ELA 
in Reading 
Street

Resources

Next, find the grade-specific standard. Look in the Reading Standards 
for Informational Text K–5, then under Grade 2, and lastly for 
Standard 8. 

The common link that you see in all three steps is that students identify 
specific points within a text that support the author’s reasoning.

Try this out with your grade level. 

Reading Street provides Common Core State Standards 
implementation support each and every day. Take a look at some 
essential resources that you will use on a weekly or even daily basis. 

The Content Knowledge graphic organizer guides you through concept 
development for the entire unit, while it provides weekly and individual 
activity ideas.
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Focus on CCSS 

The Weekly Teacher’s Edition tab is a two-sided resource that provides 
the Common Core State Standards that you can teach each week. On 
the back of the tab is a Text-Based Comprehension resource to help 
you understand the text complexity measures for the weekly main 
selection. This table reappears at point of use in the plan for teaching 
the main selection.

This weekly chart shows the alignment of the CCSS with your skills 
and strategies for the week. The grade-level standards are labeled 
below the skills. Also, note the target skills for the week labeled on 
this chart. 
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Preview Your 
Week 

According to the Common Core State Standards, texts should be 
arranged so that students develop content knowledge in other content 
areas. This page outlines the knowledge students can gain during a 
week of instruction using a variety of resources.  

Weekly Science and Social Studies Knowledge Goals integrate knowledge 
and ideas as students access multiple texts. Students develop a concept-
related graphic organizer over the course of each week as the class adds 
new vocabulary and concepts that they have learned. Students build oral 
vocabulary with each week’s Amazing Words. 

Your Teacher’s Edition is your daily Common Core resource for 
instruction. Each unit is organized with a Big Question that helps 
students anchor everything that they learn in a particular unit. Each 
Question of the Week builds on the one before it and helps students 
answer the Unit Big Question. This design organizes instruction so that 
students learn to read and write while they learn content that they  
can transfer week to week, unit to unit, from the classroom to their 
own lives.
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Unit Writing 
Process 

The CCSS are printed right on the lesson plan page. Bridge to 
Common Core call-outs explain how the lessons and tasks integrate 
the standards. Look for the Zoom in on CC magnifying glass symbol 
throughout the daily plan pages for lessons that focus on developing 
college- and career-readiness skills.

The Writing Process Teacher’s Edition tabs help you plan for the daily, 
weekly, and unit writing focus. The table at the bottom of the tab 
shows the process writing product for that unit and steps of the writing 
process that you can teach to students. There is a correlation to the 
grade-level Writing standards and teaching tips. 
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Activities 

Zoom in on 
Foundational 
Skills 

Zoom in on 
Content  
Knowledge 

Zoom in on  
Text-Based  
Comprehension 

Now take a look at individual Reading Street activities that support 
Common Core State Standards implementation. 

The goal of the Foundational Skills is to foster students’ understanding 
and working knowledge of concepts of print, the alphabetic principle, 
and other basic conventions of the English writing system. In Grades 
K–1, students spend part of each day identifying and discriminating 
between sounds. 

Beginning in Grade K and continuing through Grade 3, students make 
a daily connection between letters and sounds, and they analyze 
words. Your students read decodable and leveled text to develop 
fluency and comprehension. They also reread to practice fluency skills 
like accuracy and expression. You can connect the phonics and word 
structure skills students learn to spelling. Students learn spelling 
patterns and generalizations to write words correctly. 

Students begin each day with a discussion of the concepts explored in 
the week’s reading selections. They build content knowledge during 
every week of instruction, across units within grades, and across grade 
levels. Using informational text helps students build domain knowledge 
across a wide range of subject matters. 

From the beginning of their reading careers, students practice how to 
gain information from texts. Text-based questions can help students 
get in the habit of finding important information and retaining it.

The Reader and Task Suggestions chart in the Access Main Selection 
lesson gives tips and strategies about preparing students to read the 
text. It also provides Leveled Tasks with suggestions for mediating 
complex text.

Use the Read for Understanding Routine to read the main selection 
multiple times to deepen understanding with a focus on Close Reading. 
Specific questions for comprehension skills and strategies, as well as 
higher-order thinking skills, prepare students to use higher-level skills.  
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Zoom in on 
Writing 

College and 
Career  
Readiness 

Follow the 1st Read and 2nd Read arrows that span the main selection 
text in the Teacher’s Edition for instruction that guides students to 
interpret more complex content. 

The Common Core State Standards have made some important 
changes to teaching writing. Writing instruction continues to focus on 
teaching students’ ideas, organization, and style. In order for students 
to be college and career ready, they must demonstrate command of 
three fundamental types of writing. 

The standards expect students to write:
• arguments using sound reasoning and relevant evidence;
• informative explanatory texts that investigate and explain ideas

and information; and
• narratives about real or imagined experiences using effective

storytelling techniques and vivid details in a structured sequence.

Look for the graduation cap icon for activities that build students 
competencies in reading, writing, language, and listening and speaking.
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Review This guide briefly reviewed the Grades K–5 Common Core State 
Standards for English Language Arts and showed you how to meet 
these standards with Reading Street materials so that you can prepare 
for a successful transition. 

Use your materials to find more examples that zoom in on the 
Common Core State Standards. Remember to refer to your Common 
Core 101 for support as you begin to implement the Common Core 
State Standards with Reading Street. 
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